Fusionex is a multi-award winning international provider of software solutions, specializing in
Business Intelligence, Analytics & Big Data. Listed on the London Stock Exchange, we focus on
helping our clients manage, understand and derive value and actionable insights from data.

With offices in Asia, Europe and the United States, Fusionex has an impressive track record in
serving clients from many parts of the world. Fusionex has and continues to enjoy extremely
strong sustainable growth, with a global presence and accounts.

With a sizeable and strong team of professionals, Fusionex has time and again shared our
unique expertise, experience and methodologies, especially in the field of Business Intelligence,
Analytics including social analytics, as well as data management and Big Data solutions, in our
quest to deliver high quality, mission critical state-of-the-art and ahead-of-the-market analytics in
various organizations.

To learn more about Fusionex, visit www.fusionex-international.com

Java Developers / Consultants
Software Development Team
Requirements


Candidate is expected to have an understanding on how to develop Java applications
using ORM framework, Web services, RDBMS in order to build advanced Enterprise
Java solutions.



Understanding concepts related to scalability, high availability, security, the general use
of adapters and workload



Knowledge in Linux based operating system will be an advantage.



Knowledge in using Open Source framework will be an advantage.



Knowledge in NoSQL technologies will be an advantage.

Qualifications
 Understanding on Java fundamentals


Basic understanding of JSON and REST API



Basic understanding of Spring Framework



Familiar with the concepts of Enterprise Architecture



Must be able to work as a team player



Must be able to work independently and can manage own workload



Must be passionate in research & development in the Open Source framework and Big
Data technologies.
Fresh graduates or candidates without experience, but with good attitude and ability to
learn quickly are encouraged to apply.



Interested applicants can click e-mail (in blue) in strictest confidence with full resume, transcripts
and salary details to:
Fusionex Corp Sdn Bhd
Level 12, Tower A, Plaza 33
No. 1, Jalan Kemajuan, Section 13
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Malaysia
Tel: (603) 7711 5200
Fax: (603) 7711 5300
E-mail: recruitment@adv-fusionex.com

